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Ponders, Proverbs & Principles
By Rodney R. Weckworth
BOOK DESCRIPTION
The best quotations, proverbs, wisdom, trivia, and humor compiled into one of the most
inspiring, motivating, and character-building volumes! Many of the stories are true,
some are fictional, but all of them will move the reader to achieve his or her potential for
life’s best.
The emphasis is on practicality through timeless insights from the world’s great
personalities.
As the reader meditates on, thinks through, and then applies the material in this book,
positive results can be expected! Individuals, and both corporate and office staff will be
motivated by the inspiring and positive insights.
Includes a series of "Pondertoons" illustrations by Tania von Allmen and a Foreword by
Zig Ziglar.
MARKETING BLUB
Why did General Norman Schwartzkopf request that the information in this amazing
book be forwarded to him in Kuwait in 1990, and read to American troops? Why did
radio host Paul Harvey call the author at 5 am, pleading to know the answer to this
week’s Baffler? Raved about by leaders in government, business, and sports, such as
Colin Powell, Alan Greenspan, and Dan Reeves, the inspirational quotations, anecdotes,
trivia, and insights in Ponders, Proverbs, and Principles could be America’s best new
addiction. “It will make you feel better about life in general…a reason to smile when the
need is great.”—Zig Ziglar
Available in bookstores and through Amazon.com. Distributed to the book trade in North America by Biblio
Distribution (http://www.bibliodistribution.com).
For more information contact Publishers Design Group at publicity@publishersdesign.com, or
916.784.0500. Downloadable digital media materials include: Press Releases, Book Cover, Author
Biography, Author Photo, Marketing Statements, Sample Reviews, Feature Articles, and Tip Sheet at
(www.publishersdesign.com).
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